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INTRODUCTION 

3ão Paulo (23 °33S, 46°44'W, 780 m ASL) is onc of the most polluted cities irn the world, regarding 
cmospheric air quality, (CO, suspended aerosol particles). In this paper, we present the first aerosols 

)bservations performed by an elastic backscatter lidar system, over the city of São Paulo, The lidar 
neasurements concerned the retrieval of the vertical profile of the aerosol backscatter coefficient at 532 

using the Klett inversion teclmique, in the Planetary Boundary Lay-er (PM.) and the adjacent lower 
Eree troposphere. Systematic aerosols observations to be perforrned during the year 2001, svill enable the 
:.haracterization of the various tropospheric layers, and hclp o design an efficient air pollution abaternent 
orategy in the city of São Paulo, 

METHODS 

The use of the laser remete sensing techniquc (LIDAR), in conjunction with other remate sensing (DOAS 
systems, wind rrofilers) or in f situ techniques jair pollution monitors,.meteorological insnumentation etc.) 
gives extended possibillties to study the structure and chernicat composition of the lower troposphere, 
enhancing the effectiveness of numerical air pollution =deis, thus leading to an efficient design of air 
pollution abatement strategies. 

Following these coals, a compact elastic backscatter lidar system vias recently developed to monitor the 
aerosol vertical distribution in the São Paulo urban arca. A brief presentation of the lidar system i2 giVen 
Selow, while the following parastaph presents the methodology applied to retrieve the vertical distribution 
Df the aerosol backseatter eoefficient at 532 run. The elastic backscatter lidai system was designed to 
perform atmospheric serosol mea.surements with the following features (Landulfo et ai, 2000): 
measureinent range: 0.3 to :15 lcm, vertical rcsolution: 10 to 100 m, temporal resolution: 1-3 minutes, 
measurement period: day and night-time. 

In the prescnt state, the retricval of the aerosol bacicscatter coefficient â aff  et 532 nrn is ba.sed on the 
Kiett's inversion technique (Klett, 1985), However, as it is very well known, the retricval of the aerosol 
backscatter (Là and extinction (Lr) coefficicnts is ert ill-posed problern in the mathernatical sense, 
leading to possibly large ertors (>30%) when the lidar equation is iriverted. In our case w-e will be limited 
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to the retricval of only the aerosoi brickscatter coefricient 	at 532. r.rn. In ordet to improve the accuracy 
cif the retrieved volites of á„„ we will 'ase as inut to our inversion algorithm the vertical profile of the 
1.dar ;mio S (S=a,.,„- ffi„. ;). whieh will be ealeulated using locally dcrived radiosonde data of the relative 
hurnidity (RH) and assurning the relationship betwcen S and RH, as given by Ackermann et ai., 1998. This 
;rwersion procedure was applieri to a series of lidar sip,-nals obtained or. Jarniaty 16, 2001, over the city o f 
São Paulo, from 10:30 LT to 11:30 LT. The derived Profiles of the ã at 532 nm, presented in Fig. 1, as a 
function of altitude ASL. .show increased utiles of âat.r, which are due to lhe large emissions of aerosol 
particles hy buse.s and tracks circulador) inside the eity of Sâo Paulo, and lhe high values (-75%) of RH ia 
the lower part of the PBL. The peaks observed around 1.8 km and 2,3 km are due to clouds. Local 
radiosondc data taken at 12:00 UT showcd an unstabie layer betwcen surtace and 500 rn ASL, while the 
wind, which was from north, had a velocity of 5 mis between 770 m and 2 km ASL. 
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Cligure 1. Vertical profiles of the acrosol bockscatter eocificient (kisr .1 ) at 532 rira, (lhe altitude is expressed in krn 
A81), obtained 	15 min. over the city of São Paulo, Brazit on January 16, 2001(10:30 LT to 11:30LT). 

CONCLUSIONS 

We presented the first lidar measur 'etrients of the vertical, profile of the aerosol backscatter coefficient at 
532 rim, over the city of São Paulo, Brazil. The values retrieved for 	(532 run) were ty-pical of pollmed. 
air masses in an urban site. Ln urder to retrieve ouuntitative lidar data; with - impreved accuracy, wc piara to 
upg,rade our lidar system, by integrating a Raman channel, based on the 355 nm laser radiation shifted by 
the atmospheric nitrogen, at 387 uri, This will perrnit us to retrieve the vertical profile of a x, and 
independently (Ansmann et ai., (990). 
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